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Abstract— When planning for autonomous driving, it is crucial
to consider essential traffic elements such as lanes, intersec-
tions, traffic regulations, and dynamic agents. However, they
are often overlooked by the traditional end-to-end planning
methods, likely leading to inefficiencies and non-compliance with
traffic regulations. In this work, we endeavor to integrate the
perception of these elements into the planning task. To this
end, we propose Perception Helps Planning (PHP), a novel
framework that reconciles lane-level planning with perception.
This integration ensures that planning is inherently aligned with
traffic constraints, thus facilitating safe and efficient driving.
Specifically, PHP focuses on both edges of a lane for planning and
perception purposes, taking into consideration the 3D positions
of both lane edges and attributes for lane intersections, lane
directions, lane occupancy, and planning. In the algorithmic
design, the process begins with the transformer encoding multi-
camera images to extract the above features and predicting lane-
level perception results. Next, the hierarchical feature early fusion
module refines the features for predicting planning attributes.
Finally, the double-edge interpreter utilizes a late-fusion process
specifically designed to integrate lane-level perception and plan-
ning information, culminating in the generation of vehicle control
signals. Experiments on three Carla benchmarks show significant
improvements in driving score of 27.20%, 33.47%, and 15.54%
over existing algorithms, respectively, achieving the state-of-the-
art performance, with the system operating up to 22.57 FPS.

Index Terms—End-to-End Planning, Autonomous Driving.

I. INTRODUCTION

AUtonomous driving [1] plays a vital role in improv-
ing the efficiency and safety of transportation systems,

intersecting the fields of computer vision and robotics [2]–
[5]. A key challenge lies in devising safe and efficient path
planning [6], which must account for various traffic elements
such as lane restrictions, intersections, and directions, along
with the occupancy of agent. Planning algorithms in au-
tonomous driving can be broadly categorized into two types:
rule-based planning [7]–[10] and end-to-end learning-based
planning [11]–[16]. Traditional rule-based planning uses com-
plex algorithms such as BEV-LaneDet [8] for lane detection
and BevFormer [7] to predict the positions of vehicles and
pedestrians, followed by optimization techniques like RRT [9]
to find safe paths, with high computational cost. On the other
hand, end-to-end planning, demonstrated by NVIDIA [12],
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Fig. 1: Comparison of Autonomous Driving Framework: a)
Traditional end-to-end framework prioritizes planning policy
optimization without considering perception. b) Sequential
integration framework enhance planning by incorporating per-
ception into traditional end-to-end planning, but lack inter-
action between perception and planning. c) Our Perception
Helps Planning (PHP) framework transform path planning as
lane-level task, integrating multi-level lane-centric perception
at both the feature and result levels.

maps raw pixels to steering via CNNs, cutting computational
needs. However, its efficiency comes at the cost of limited
perception of complex environments, affecting planning pre-
cision. To address the perception limitations in traditional end-
to-end models, a variant approach exemplified by the ST-P3
algorithm [14] implements a sequential strategy. It enhances
Bird’s Eye View (BEV) representations from multi-cameras
using spatiotemporal modules, subsequently utilizing these
representations in planning modules. Despite this, such al-
gorithms inadequately leverage the potential synergy between
perception and planning. This leads to a fragmented integration
of the two processes, thereby constraining the performance.

Given these challenges, the question arises: is it feasible
to develop an algorithm that smoothly integrates perception
and planning? In response, we propose PHP, a framework
where the double-edge data structure facilitates the transfor-
mation from path planning to lane-level planning, integrating
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lane-level perception task within it. Additionally, to predict
elements within the double-edge structure, we designed a
transformer-based method that utilizes early fusion at the
feature-level and late fusion at the result-level. This approach
strengthens the collaboration between perception and planning
components within the double-edge data structure.

Specifically, the double-edge data structure encapsulates five
component of traffic elements: 3D position for each lane
edge and attributes for lane intersection, lane direction, lane
occupancy and planning. By abstracting traffic information
into these components, double-edge captures both the dynamic
and static properties of traffic scenario. In algorithm, it first en-
codes features from multi-camera, then employs a double-edge
transformer to achieve feature embedding for each double-
edge component, and utilizes 3D position, intersection, direc-
tion, and occupancy branches to predict these components.
Subsequently, a hierarchical feature early fusion module, based
on these feature embedding, enhances the relevance of features
for planning. In addition, to improve the guidance ability
of the target point, we vectorize the target point, guiding
the prediction of planning attribute. Finally, an interpreter
decodes double-edge data, converting and fusion perception
and planning at the result-level into control signals for vehicle.

This work demonstrates the feasibility of planning at the
lane level. It achieves synchronous lane-level perception and
planning by deeply integrating both aspects. This integration
ensures that planning strategies adhere to traffic regulations
and adapt to real-time changes in perception. In the Carla [17]
benchmark, extensive tests on Perception Helps Planning
(PHP) confirmed its ability to ensure safety across traffic
scenarios and achieve state-of-the-art performance.

In summary, our main contributions are as follows:
• We introduce the PHP, a novel lane-level planning

framework that transforms path planning into lane-level
planning. PHP integrates perception with planning and
ensuring planning compliance with traffic rules.

• We develop a algorithm that extracts double-edge com-
ponent features from multi-camera images, integrating
early-fusion of features level with late-fusion of result-
level to significantly enhance safety and efficiency.

• We conducted experiments on three benchmarks, where
PHP outperformed previous algorithms with driving score
improvements of 27.20%, 33.47%, and 15.54%, and up
to 22.57 FPS, achieving state-of-the-art performance.

II. RELATE WORK

In this section, we provide an overview of rule-based plan-
ning algorithms [2], [3], [5], [6], [18] and end-to-end learning-
based planning algorithms in autonomous driving [11].
Traditional Rule-based Planning Algorithm. Traditional
rule-based algorithms integrate perception and planning, form-
ing the navigation systems. The perception accurately models
the environment. It employs Simultaneous Localization and
Mapping (SLAM) algorithms [19]–[21] to enable autonomous
systems to construct and update environmental maps and
determine their positions within these maps. Camera-based 3D
object detection techniques [7], [22]–[25] identify, recognize

and locate objects, enriching the environmental model. Lane
detection algorithms [8], [26]–[28] delineate traffic constraints
by detecting lanes, contributing to the environmental model.
Based on the environmental model provided by the perception,
planning employs search-based algorithms such as Rapidly
Exploring Random Trees (RRT) and its variants [9], [29]–[31],
along with the A Star (A*) search algorithm [32], to plan a
safe path to the destination. These algorithms take advantage
of perception data for safe and efficient path planning.
End-to-End Learning-based Planning Algorithms. End-to-
end planning aim to simplify system by using neural networks
to directly output planning policies, such as path or steering
control signals. The initial methodologies directly predicted
these policies [12], [13], [33]–[35], sidestepping the envi-
ronmental perception and understanding, leading to limited
performance and interpretability. Such as, NVIDIA [12] used
the camera as input to train a neural network that directly out-
puts control signals. LBC [34] utilized mimicking techniques
to train image networks with supervision from a privileged
model. To mitigate these drawbacks, variants of end-to-end
methods integrate perception into planning sequentially or as
auxiliary tasks [14]–[16], [36]–[42]. This integration enhances
the planning system’s environmental comprehension, which
improves performance. In this context, NEAT [16] introduced
neural attention fields for infusing reasoning capabilities into
end-to-end driving models. ST-P3 [14] proposes a spatial-
temporal feature learning scheme to generate more represen-
tative features for perception, prediction, and planning.

III. METHODOLOGY

A. Overall Framework

As depicted in Figure 2, PHP introduces a novel method that
smoothly integrates perception and planning at the lane level.
At the core of PHP is the double-edge data structure, which
encapsulates the 3D positions of each lane edges (double-
edge 3D), lane-level attributes (i.e., intersection and direction),
and point-level attributes (i.e., occupancy and planning). This
structure facilitates a new planning paradigm, transforming
path planning into lane-level planning. In algorithm, the trans-
former for double-edge planning design a double-edge query
for efficient double-edge feature retrieval. Based on double-
edge feature, it decodes 3D positions of each lane edges
via double-edge 3D regression branch, while also extracting
intersections, direction, and occupancy features for hierarchi-
cal feature fusion and predicting these attributes through the
corresponding branches. The hierarchical feature early fusion
module employs attention mechanisms to fusion intersection,
direction, and occupancy features, enriching the planning
feature with a thorough understanding of traffic scenario.
The target-guided planning branch uses cross attention to
enhance the dynamic responsiveness of the planning feature
to target points, thus improving planning accuracy. Lastly, the
double-edge interpreter translates the combined perception and
planning data into vehicle control signals.
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Fig. 2: The PHP framework begins with a image encoder. (a) The encoded image is processed by the transformer for double-
edge planning, achieving double-edge component features, and predicting 3D position of lane edges and related attributes. (b)
These features are fused in the hierarchical feature early fusion module using an attention mechanism. (c) The target-guided
planning branch enhances the interaction between the target point and fused features for prediction of planning attributes. (d)
Finally, the double-edge interpreter fuses and transforms the perception and planning information at the result level into control
signals. The symbol ⊕ represents point-wise addition, while ⊗ denotes matrix multiplication.

B. Double-Edge Data Structure

We define Nd double-edge data (lid) that incorporate lane
and point-level traffic information to describe environment L:

L =
{
lid
}Nd

i=0
,

lid =
(
edgeil, edge

i
r, inti, diri

)
,

inti = {0 or 1}, diri = {0 or 1},
(1)

where lid includes the lane’s left and right edgesi, along with
its lane-level intersection inti and direction diri attributes.
Within the double-edge, inti and diri indicate whether a lane
is an intersection and if the lane’s direction is aligned with
the direction of the ego vehicle’s travel respectively. edgei

encompasses 3D point and attributes for corresponding points,
including occupancy and planning attributes that indicate the
point level. Each edge consists of Np

2 elements, defined as:

edgei =
{
pointj , occj , planj

}Np
2

j=0
,

pointj = {x, y, z}, occj = {0 or 1}, planj = {0 or 1},
(2)

where occj and planj indicate whether the lane is occupied
by traffic agents (e.g., pedestrians, vehicles) and whether it
is selected for planning. In Figure 3, pointj illustrates the
location of edge using dashed and solid lines to represent lane-
level and point-level visualizations, respectively. Gray denotes
attribute values of zero, while blue, green, orange, and yellow
indicate a value of one, visualizing different properties of

double-edge. In Figure 3, i shows blue identifying lanes are
intersections, green in ii as lanes adhering to ego vehicle travel
direction, orange in iii highlighting point in lane unoccupied
by pedestrian and vehicle, and yellow in iv as point selected for
planning. Double-edge transforms path planning into a lane-
level task, allowing concurrent perception and planning.

C. Transformer for Double-Edge Planning
To acquire lane-level features that support the learning of

lane-level perception and planning tasks, we have incorporated
the transformer, applying a double-edge query to learn double-
edge lane-level features, as depicted in Figure 2(a).
Double-edge transformer encoder. Initially, for each image
input I ∈ R3×H0×W0 , we employ a ResNet-50 [43] to
extracting features f ∈ RC×H×W . The values for C, H ,
and W are defined as C = 256, H = H0

32 , and W = W0

32 .
The dimension of the transformer hidden layer is E. For
each feature f , the double-edge transformer encoder applies
a 11 convolution to generate a lower-channel feature z ∈
RE×H×W . Next, we simplify the spatial dimensions of z
into a sequence, forming E ×HW tokens. A fixed sinusoidal
positional encoding e ∈ RE×HW is then added to each token
to preserve positional information within each sensor input:

v
(x,y)
i = z

(x,y)
i + e(x,y), (3)

where zi represents the tokens extracted from the i− th view,
and x and y denote the token’s coordinate index in that sensor.
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Fig. 3: Visualizes double-edge in a traffic scenario L,with
blue and green detailing lane level attributes for intersections
and directions. orange and yellow detail point-level attributes,
marking unoccupied and selected planning lane.

Finally, we concatenate the tokens from all sensors and pass
them through a transformer encoder comprising K standard
transformer layers. Each layer K consists of Multi-Headed
Self-Attention, MLP blocks, and layer normalization.
Double-edge transformer decoder. The double-edge trans-
former decoder’s key function is to query the double-edge
features using K layers multi-head self-attention, which are
used to predict double-edge 3D and attributes for intersection,
direction, and occupancy. We have designed multiple double-
edge query qdouble−edge ∈ RE×Np , to query lane-level
double-edge features. A total of Nd such queries are deployed,
as shown in Figure 4. Additionally, we introduce the speed
query qs ∈ RE×1 and traffic query qt ∈ RE×1 to query the
maximum speed Planspeed allowed on the lane selected by
planning attribute and to perceive traffic signals, respectively.
In addition, based on double-edge features, we have devised
a double-edge 3D regression branch capable of predicting the
3D points within the double-edge, with size Nd ×Np × 2.
We then processed the double-edge features through three
different feature extraction and attribute prediction branches
to achieve prediction results for intersection (Nd × 1), di-
rection (Nd × 1), and occupancy (Nd ×Np × 1). Throughout
this process, we preserve the these features of intersection
fint ∈ RE×Nd , direction fdir ∈ RE×Nd , occupancy focc ∈
RE×Nd×Np , and double-edge fdouble−edge ∈ RE×Nd×Np ,
laying the foundation for the hierarchical lane fusion module.

D. Hierarchical Feature Early Fusion Module

Figure 2(b) introduces the hierarchical feature early fu-
sion module, which effectively integrates both dynamic and
static traffic information through attention at lane and point
levels, thereby enabling a more detailed understanding of

(a) Double-Edge Query

q𝒑𝒕𝒔q𝒆𝒅𝒈𝒆 q𝒅𝒐𝒖𝒃𝒍𝒆−𝒆𝒅𝒈𝒆

𝑵d

(b) Traffic Scenario

……… … …

… … … …

…

𝑵p

𝟐…

Fig. 4: (a) Each double-edge query qdouble−edge consists of
pair of edge query, qedge, each edge query comprising a set
of query points, qpts. (b) A scenario features Nd such qedge
pairs, and each lane within a qedge contains Np

2 query points.

traffic scenes. First, we extend intersection and direction
embedding across Nd dimensions at the lane level, achieving
dimensions of E × Nd × Np. This is because each point
within a double-edge shares identical intersection and direction
attributes. Next, we multiply the intersection embedding with
the direction embedding to form a feature matrix fint2dir ∈
RNdNp×NdNp . This multiplication integrates intersection and
direction attributes at the lane level, defined as:

fint2dir = R (fint, [E,NdNp])
T ⊙R (fdir, [E,NdNp]) , (4)

where R denotes reshape operation. Subsequently, We con-
vert the feature matrix fint2dir into a probability matrix via
softmax, quantifying the significance of each feature.

Then, to integrate point-level occupancy embedding, we
obtain the feature matrix ffusion ∈ RE×NdNp by perform-
ing pointwise multiplication between this probability matrix
and the occupancy embedding. This operation serves as an
attention, highlighting occupancy embedding relevant to in-
tersection and direction lane, thus focusing on compliant
intersections and lane direction areas, ffusion is defined as:

ffusion = R (focc, [E,NdNp])⊙ Softmax (fint2dir) . (5)

Finally, by integrating the matrix ffusion with the double-
edge embedding fdouble−edge, we obtain the fused planning
embedding fplan ∈ RE×Nd×Np , which improves understand-
ing of static and dynamic information for prediction. This
integration employs weighted fusion, controlled by a learnable
parameter gamma, which dictates the fusion degree between
the original and new features. fplan is defined as:

fplan=R (ffusion, [E,Nd, Np])×gamma+fdouble−edge. (6)

E. Target-Guided Planning Branch

We aim to assist autonomous driving systems in selecting
the optimal planning lane, guided by a specified target point.
To accomplish this, we introduce a target vector encoder and
a planning attention decoder, as shown in Figure 2(c). The
target vector encoder, Encodervector, encodes the target point,
Pointt, into a target vector embedding. It then applies position
embeddings from random spatial distributions, transforming
spatial coordinates into a higher-dimensional target vector
embedding fvector. This enables more effective extraction and
utilization of destination position information by the model. It
can be formulated as:

fvector = Encodervector (Pointt) . (7)
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The planning attention decoder starts with target vector
self-attention (TSA) on the encoded target vector embedding
fvector, followed by target vector to planning cross-attention
(TPCA) on the planning embedding, which is then processed
through a multilayer perceptron (MLP). Subsequently, plan-
ning to target vector cross-attention (PTCA) amplifies the most
relevant planning embedding, Fplan, to the target vector. It
enhances the planning embedding’s ability to highlight the
relevant features for the target vector. Fplan is formulated as:

Fplan=PTCA(MLP (TPCA(TSA(fvector),fplan)),fplan), (8)

where TPCA enhances planning features relevant to the target
vector through cross-attention, PTCA reinforces this relevance
with additional cross-attention. These stages effectively cap-
ture information relevant to the target points within the plan-
ning embedding. Finally, the planning attribute head processes
the amplified embedding Fplan to predict the probability of
planning attributes (Nd ×Np × 1) within the double-edge.

F. Double-Edge Interpreter

The double-edge interpreter integrates planning path gener-
ation and double-edge late-fusion for safer navigation.
Planning Path Generation. Firstly, we use left and right
edge points in double-edge to reconstruct lane information
and assign attributes. These attributes include intersection and
direction for lane level and occupancy and planning for point
level, as shown in Figure 3. Second, we select edge points
within double-edge marked by planning attribute value of ‘1’
(indicating suitability for planning) to construct the path:

Planpath =

Nd×
Np
2⋃

j=1

{
pointjl + pointjr

2

∣∣∣∣planj
l , plan

j
r = 1

}
. (9)

Double-Edge Late-fusion. To leverage the perceived traffic
information—intersection, direction, and occupancy—in the
double-edge, we efficiently integrate this information using
a late-fusion strategy to enhance safety. Initially, direction
filters out non-compliant occupancy data, focusing on lanes
adhering to traffic regulations. We then assess each double-
edge occupancy attribute through the planning attribute at the
point level. When the planning attribute is ‘1’ and occupancy
is ‘0’ (signifying traffic participants within planning lanes),
the respective planning path is marked as a stopping path,
represented Pathstop. In addition, if the planning path length
is ‘1’, indicating an extremely short path, we classify this path
as a stopping path to ensure safety, indicating an immediate
need for avoidance action. It can be formulated as:

Planstop =


True, if planj = 1, occj = 0

True, if lenght(Planpath) = 1

False, Otherwise

. (10)

Finally, the planning path (Planpath), speed (Planspeed), and
stop information (Planstop) are integrated as trajectory inputs
to the Model Predictive Control (MPC) [44] for generating
control commands. With integration, the double-edge inter-
preter ensures safety and enhances interpretability.

Trajectory = [Planpath, P lanspeed, P lanstop] . (11)

G. Loss Function

Loss function includes the double-edge alignment cost and
double-edge prediction loss based on these results.
Double-Edge Alignment Cost. We aim to determine optimal
alignment π̂ between predicted and ground truth double-edge
for training. This involves aligning the predicted intersection
attribute v̂i with its ground truth vi, and the predicted double-
edge 3D p̂i with the ground truth pi, defined as:

π̂=arg min
π∈

∏
Nd

Nd−1∑
i=0

{
αLlane

(
v̂π(i),vi

)
, βLpoint

(
p̂π(i),pi

)}
, (12)

Llane = −
Ngt−1∑
j=0

log (v̂j) [vj ] , (13)

Lpoint =
1

Ngt

Ngt−1∑
i=0

Np
2 −1∑
j=0

{∣∣p̂lij − plij
∣∣+ ∣∣p̂rij − prij

∣∣}, (14)

where Llane and Lpoint represent lane and point level align-
ment, and Ngt indicates successful matches with ground truth
double-edges, and in training, α and β are in a 5:2 ratio.
Double-Edge Prediction Loss. Following the optimal align-
ment result, we train for perception and planning to predict
double-edges. These include: (1) Ledge 3d for double-edge
3D regression, (2) Lint and (3) Ldir for intersection and
direction respectively at the lane level, and (4) Locc and (5)
Lplan for occupancy and planning respectively at the point
level. Additionally, Lspeed and Lsignal are used for predicting
planning speed and traffic signals. Formulated as:

Loss = γLedge 3d + δLint + ϵLdir + εLocc+

ζLplan + ηLspeed + θLsignal,
(15)

where, in training, γ, δ, ϵ, ε, ζ, η and θare set to
5:2:1:3:4:1:0.1. Ledge 3d and Lplan can be formulated as:

Ledge 3d=
1

Ngt

Ngt−1∑
i=0

Np
2 −1∑
j=0

{∣∣predlij−gtlij
∣∣+∣∣predrij−gtrij

∣∣} ,

(16)

Lplan=

Ngt−1∑
i=0

Np
2 −1∑
j=0

{(
ρ·
(
1−e−CE(predij ,gtij)

))2·CE(predij , gtij)

Dpoint2target

}
,

(17)
where Dpoint2target represents the distance from a edge point
in double-edge to the target vector, serving as weights to
emphasize planning features near target points, and ρ is to
0.25. In addition, Lint, Ldir, and Locc employ Focal Loss [45],
while Lspeed uses SmoothL1Loss [46], and Lsignal is based
on Cross-Entropy Loss.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Implementation Details

Dataset and Metrics. Using autonomous driving environment
Carla [17], we gather 126K frames from diverse scenarios
across 8 maps and 13 weathers. The data are collected at 2Hz
with vehicles equipped with four cameras, an IMU, and a GPS.
And, we annotate 3D edge points with attributes including
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occupancy lanes, and selected lanes for planning. planning lanes are highlighted on the front camera.

TABLE I: Performance Comparison on Carla Town05.

Town05 Short Town05 Long
Method DS ↑ RC ↑ DS ↑ RC ↑
CILRS [33] 7.47 13.40 3.68 7.19
LBC [34] 30.97 55.01 7.05 32.09
ST-P3 [14] 55.14 86.74 11.45 83.15
VAD [42] 64.29 87.26 30.31 75.20
NEAT [16] 58.70 77.32 37.72 62.13
WOR [36] 64.79 87.47 44.80 82.41
Roach [40] 65.26 88.24 43.64 80.37
PHP (ours) 92.46 97.04 78.27 96.16
Impro. (%) +27.20 +8.80 +33.47 +13.01

TABLE II: Performance Comparison on Carla 42 Routes.

Carla 42 Routes
Method DS ↑ RC ↑ IS ↑
CILRS [33] 22.97 35.46 0.66
LBC [34] 29.07 61.35 0.57
AIM [39] 51.25 70.04 0.73
TransFuser [41] 53.40 72.18 0.74
NEAT [16] 65.17 79.17 0.82
Roach [40] 65.08 85.16 0.77
WOR [36] 67.64 90.16 0.75
PHP (ours) 83.18 94.02 0.89
Impro. (%) +15.54 +3.86 +7.00

intersection, direction, occupancy, and planning. Driving Score
(DS), Route Completion (RC), and Infraction Score (IS) as key
metrics evaluating performance, where higher scores reflect
better progress, safety, and rule adherence.
Component Details. We scale 800×600 images to 224×224
and process them using ResNet-50 for the transformer, with
settings: Nd = 30, Np = 20, 6 layers each for the encoder and
decoder. In the hierarchical feature early fusion, features are
fused and fed into the target-guided planning branch, where the
target vector and planning embeddings are processed with a
attention decoder (feature dimension: 256, hidden layer: 128).

B. Performance on Carla Benchmark

In this section, we evaluate PHP’s performance across
three benchmarks: Town05 long, Town05 short, and Carla
42 Routes, which challenge autonomous driving algorithms
with diverse urban and rural settings, dynamic objects, and
varying weather. The benchmarks range from complex urban
environments to village roads, including features like highways
and roundabouts. Comparative results with state-of-the-art
vision-based algorithms are presented in Tables I and II.

Driving Score. The Driving Score (DS) comprehensively
assesses autonomous driving systems performance, combining
route completion and infraction scores. In the Town05 Long,
Short, and Carla 42 Routes benchmarks, PHP excels over other
algorithms, achieving the highest DS scores. Specifically, in
the Town05 benchmarks, our system achieves a DS improve-
ment of 27.20% (Short) and 33.47% (Long), as detailed in
Table I. Additionally, in the Carla 42 Routes Benchmark, a
notable 15.54% increase in DS score is observed, as in Table
II. These results underscore the effectiveness of our approach
in enhancing planning safety and traffic regulation compliance.
Route Completion. Route Completion (RC) is a critical
metric for assessing an autonomous driving system’s success
in completing predetermined routes throughout the evaluation
process, reflecting the system’s ability to plan routes and
accurately understand target points. In the Carla Town05
and Carla 42 Routes benchmark, our method, by integrating
planning with perception, improves its understanding of the
traffic environment and target points, demonstrating excep-
tional route completion capabilities and achieving the highest
scores. Compared to other algorithms, our method shows a
higher route completion rate in benchmark tests that included
a diverse range of urban and rural environments. Specifically,
on the Carla Town05 Short and Long benchmarks, our method
achieves improvements of 8.80% and 13.01%, respectively,
as shown in Table I. Additionally, on the Carla 42 Routes
benchmark, which features a variety of scenarios, our method
also achieves an improvement of 3.86%, as indicated in Table
II. These results highlight our method’s advanced capabilities
in route planning and target point understanding, as well as
its robustness in adapting to different road conditions.
Infraction Score. Infraction Score (IS) is a comprehensive
metric used to evaluate systems performance, including avoid-
ing collisions, adhering to traffic rules, and handling complex
situations. PHP exhibits significant performance in Carla 42
Routes, achieving an 7.00% enhancement in Infraction Score
(IS) as detailed in Table II, surpassing other algorithms.

C. Qualitative Results

In Figure 5, we illustrate our system’s (PHP) ability to
hierarchically perceive the traffic environment and seamlessly
integrate planning tasks at the lane level. The visualization
includes intersection lanes marked in blue, direction lanes
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TABLE III: Ablation study on Carla Town01, Town05 and 42 Routes. ”TGP” denotes target-guided planning, ”HEF” denotes
hierarchical feature early fusion, and ”DLF” denotes the double-edge late-fusion enabled in the double-edge interpreter.

ID. TGP HEF DLF Carla Town01 Town05 Short Town05 Long Carla 42 Routes
%,↑ Sec III-E Sec III-D Sec III-F RC DS IS RC DS IS RC DS IS RC DS IS

A % % % 25.09 19.86 72.00 27.05 23.82 88.80 10.86 7.99 58.90 32.41 14.63 49.40
B " % % 86.89 47.02 51.90 81.85 54.85 67.70 74.96 22.99 26.20 86.12 59.99 68.70
C " " % 88.57 75.64 83.10 90.17 75.85 84.10 81.86 43.63 51.50 90.74 70.35 76.90
D " " " 90.20 87.48 96.00 97.04 92.46 95.10 96.16 78.27 81.30 94.02 83.18 89.00

that indicate roads complying with traffic regulations marked
in green, and occupancy lanes for roads unoccupied by traf-
fic agent and adhering to direction marked in orange. The
planning lane, highlighted in yellow, signifies the optimally
chosen lane that ensures safety and leads to the target point.
In addition, we include camera images from four perspectives.

D. Ablation Studies

Impact of Target-Guided Planning Branch: In PHP, ana-
lyzing the correlation between traffic environment information
and target points can significantly enhance decision accuracy
and routing completion. The target-guided planning branch
(TGP) deepens understanding of this correlation, optimizing
decision-making. The TGP identifies key planning features
related to target vector, strengthening their decision-making
role. Experiment B, using TGP, the RC metric shows increases
of 61.80%, 54.80%, 64.10%, and 53.71% over Experiment A,
as shown in Table III. This underscores the TGP module’s
effectiveness in guiding decisions and the value of understand-
ing the correlation between target vector and planning features.
This approach improves the accuracy and route completion by
aligning decisions with the target vector.
Impact of Hierarchical Feature Early Fusion Module:
Although the introduction of the TGP in PHP improves
route completion, it also highlights a limitation: the planning
features’ inability to fully comprehend environmental, leading
to a reduction in infraction score. The inclusion of the TGP and
the Hierarchical Early Fusion (HEF) module in Experiment C
led to noticeable improvements in both infraction and driving
scores. When compared with Experiment B, the infraction
scores increased by 31.20%, 16.40%, 25.30%, and 8.20%. The
driving scores also increased by 28.62%, 21.00%, 20.64%, and
10.36%, as shown in Table III. This indicates that optimizing
planning through TGP alone is insufficient; it is necessary
to enhance environmental understanding through modules like
HEF to achieve a deep integration of planning and perception.
The core of HEF lies in its ability to understand the envi-
ronment hierarchically and explore the correlations between
multiple layers of perception for attention fusion, significantly
improving the environmental perception capabilities related to
planning. Since planning tasks are constrained by perception,
the safety of planning is further enhanced. This underscores
the importance of deeply integrating planning and perception.
Impact of Double-Edge Interpreter: In PHP, the planning
path generation interprets road geometry, traffic, and planning
attributes from double-edges, converting them into planning
paths. This process is indispensable. The double-edge late-
fusion (DLF) module, an additional late-fusion module, en-
hances safety by leveraging perception and planning infor-
mation. It late-fuses this information from double-edge data

TABLE IV: Efficiency and Performance of the PHP.

Method Latency (ms) ↓ FPS ↑
ST-P3 [14] 476.74 2.1

TransFuser [41] 171.93 5.82
NEAT [16] 85.08 11.75
VAD [42] 59.50 16.81

PHP (ours) 44.30 22.57

to avoid hazardous planning, thus improving safety. Exper-
iment D validates the effectiveness of DLF in coordinating
perception and planning, with infraction score increases of
12.90%, 11.0%, 29.80%, and 12.10% compared to Exper-
iment C, which lacked DLF. This strategy extracts safety-
related information from intersection, direction, occupancy,
and planning attributes, significantly lowering infraction rates
and improving driving performance.
Efficiency of PHP: At the core of PHP’s innovation is
the design of the double-edge data structure, which confines
planning and perception tasks to the lane space, significantly
reducing computational cost. The effectiveness of this inte-
grated approach is underscored by a significant decrease in
total inference time to 44.30 ms and an impressive frame rate
of approximately 22.57 FPS, as shown in Table IV.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose Perception Helps Planning (PHP),
a novel framework that innovatively integrates planning with
perception tasks at the lane level. Distinct from previous
efforts, PHP employs a double-edge data structure to transform
path planning into a lane-level task, embedding the planning
process deeply within perception tasks. This unique strategy
not only enables simultaneous traffic perception and planning
within lanes but also ensures that the planning approaches
are thoroughly compliant with traffic regulations. Moreover,
this integration significantly improves efficiency and ensures
adherence to traffic regulations, thereby enhancing safety and
reliability. Experiments on Carla Benchmark demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed method, which outperforms the
state-of-the-art vision-based end-to-end planning algorithms.
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